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The performance given by Mary Wig-
man and her group of twelve dancers
will include not only ensemble features
but also solo dances by Miss Wiginan
herself. Tickets are still on sale at the
Thrift Shop for $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and
S2.50 and will be sold there only until
Monday evening, February 27, the night
of the recital, when they will be sold
at the box office. Accommodations at
Alumnae Hall are limited, therefore it
would be wise for those desiring tickets
to purchase them as quickly as possible.
Among the patrons and patronesses
for the performance are included:
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Aldrich of
Brookline
Mr. and Mrs. Francis V. Crane of
Needham
Miss Grace Crocker of Cambridge
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gray Dodge of
Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Forbes of Wel-
lesley
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Fi-ost of
Chestnut Hill
Dr. and Mrs. Paul H. Hanus of Cam-
bridge
Miss Amy Morris Homans of Welles-
ley
Miss Ellen Fitz Pendleton.
(.Continued on Page 6, Cci. 3)
Spirit Of Alice Pervades
Wonderland Of Senior Prom
The Jabberwocky leered down joyful-
ly from his corner, and the gallery
pressed noses against the windows or
teetered on benches to see in. For
Senior Prom was in full swing. Slowly
the couples formed by twos and foui's,
eights and sixteens, to turn around
Alumnae Ballroom in the stately Grand
March, before the ranks broke up to
dance.
Outside, the watchers might have
been like Alice herself, gazing eagerly
in upon a Wonderland. The scene
lacked the dreaminess of last year's
Bermuda setting, but the spirit of Alice
was piquant and colorful, and lent
laughter to the dance.
The excluded mob was critical, yet
most of the couples braved close in-
spection by dancing by the windows.
And comments on the whole were
made from deep admiration. For men
in full dress are nearly always im-
pressive, and Wellesley is at its best
in formals.
Supper was served at midnight, after
the dance, and a full Prom Day came to
a conclusion.
Excavations
The Excavations at Cluny will be the
subject of a lecture by Professor Ken-
neth Conant of Harvard to be given
in the Ai't Lectui'e Room at 4:40 on
Tuesday, Februai-y 28. For the last six
years. Professor Conant has been con-
ducting the excavations on this Im-
portant Medieval site.
Wellesley Student Wanted
For Women Workers' School
The Bryn Mawr Summer School for
Women Workers in Industry appoints
an assistant each year from Wellesley
College, preferably a Junior, for work
in the school during the eight weeks
from the second week in June to the
beginning of August. The Committee
appointed to choose the Wellesley
representative would be glad to hear
of students interested in this work with
industrial girls and to explain the work
at Bryn Mawr more fully. Wliile
juniors are preferred, especially inter-
ested sophomores will be considered.
As the choice must be made in a
few weeks, applications for the Bryn
Mawr assistantship should be made be-
fore March first to the Chairman of
the Committee, Miss A. I. P. Wood,
Personnel Bureau.
Professor Jenks Lectures
On Recent Crisis Of Sugar
The last of the series of lectures given
by the Department of Economics and
Sociology was held Wednesday, Febru-
ary 15, in Billings Hall. Professor L.
H. Jenks, of the department, spoke on
Sugar: a Case of Modem Capitalism.
The title of the lecture, Professor Jenks
pointed out, could suggest several dif-
ferent things—the bill for Philippine
independence, which would restrict
sugar importation from the Philippines,
the proceedings for the raising of the
tariff on sugar, the struggle of Cuba
against despotism, or the present re-
grets of the capitalists, and the crisis
in the Sugar Industry.
This last phase was the subject of
Professor Jenks' lecture. The crisis in
sugar, he declared, antedates the de-
pression, dating from 1926. has many
different causes, and forms one ele-
ment in the economic unbalance of to-
day. The sugar crisis was cumulative,
with prices declining steadily and
sharply since 1929. In tracing the
trends, and the implications for capital-
ism in this situation, one must realize
that pure capitalism with free enter-
prise, mn-estricted markets, the profit
system, rugged individualism and econ-
omic rationalism, never existed in the
sugar industry. He traced the develop-
ment and expansion of the cane-rais-
ing and sugar manufacture, with the
introduction of slave labor, and told
{Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
League Report States
Last Japanese Decision
During the past week, the League of
Nations made its pronouncement under
Article XV of the Covenant, by which
it is required to "lay down the law"
when attempts to settle disputed ques-
tions out of court fail. The report de-
clares Japan the aggressor, refutes her
claims of acting in self-defense, and
confirms and, in some cases states more
strongly, the findings of the Lytton
Commission against Japan. It de-
clares outright that Manchukuo is
pm-ely a puppet state and that "Sove-
reignty over Manchuria belongs to
China." As a final recommendation it
states that Japan should recall her
troops, China set up an autonomous
Manchuria with due regard to Japan's
special interests there, and that the
conflict between the two be settled by
a League committee on negotiations,
in which the United States and Russia
be included, the basis of settlement be-
ing the ten principles of the Lytton
report. This document has been
unanimously adopted by the Commit-
tee of Nineteen and discussion on it by
the special Assembly will begin in the
early paii; of this week.
Japanese plans for withdrawal from
the League have not yet been crystal-
(Continued on Page 5. Col. 4)
A. K. X. Will Give Iphigenia
For Semi-Open Performance
Iphigenia in Tauris by Emipides has
been chosen by Alpha Kappa Chi for
presentation in its semi-open on March
third and fourth.
This play, though not treating with
Greece, has been the main subject for
study by the society during this season.
Tickets for the performances will be
twenty-five cents apiece.
The cast as announced by Barbara
Kelley, president of the organization,
will be:
Iphigeiiia Jean Rankin, '33
Pylades Nancy Jacobs, '34
Orestes Catherine Courtenay, '33
Leader of the Chorus Phebe Ballou, '34
Herdsman Marianna Noyes. '33
Thoas Betty Hubbard. '33
Athena Lee Fowler, '34
The parts of the handmaids, the
soldiers, and of the chorus will also be
taken by members of the society.




7:30 to 9:30 at T. Z. E.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1,
3:30 to 5:30 and 7:30 to 9:30
at Shakespeare
THURSDAY. MARCH 3,
3:30 to 5:30 at T. Z. E.
Announce Masefield Award
For Annual Poetry Contest
By the generosity of Mi*. John Mase-
field an autogi-aphed copy of one of
Ins books is offered each year to the
senior who submits a poem or poems
judged worthy of such a prize. These
are the rules of the award:
1. The contest is open to seniors
only.
2. One or more poems may be sub-
mitted by each person,
3. The poems submitted must not
bear the names of the wiiters. but must
be signed by pen-names: the name of
the writer of each poem or group of
poems is to be written, with the pen-
name, on a card enclosed in a sealed
envelope, accompanying the manu-
script: both manuscript and sealed en-
velope must be placed In a lai'ge
manila envelope.
4. All material must be submitted
by May 1.
5. The poems should be sent
through the Resident Mall to the
Chairman.
6. If no poem of sufBcient merit is
received, the prize will not be awarded.
The Committee of Award consists of
Mrs. Loomis, Miss Doran, and Miss
Hawk. Chairman.
The New England Student Peace
Conference to be held Friday evening.
February 24, at Mt. Venion Church,
and all day Saturday, February 25, at
the Twentieth -Cental y Club in Boston,
cordially invites all young people to
attend.
Professor L. H. Jenks will preside at
the opening session. The speakers of
the evening will be Glen Ti-imble, Pro-
fessor Kirtley Mather. Tucker Smith.
Col. S. C. Vestal, and John Nevin
Sayre.
Saturday morning. Professor Harri-
son Harley will preside. The speakers
will be Miss Jessie Carter. John Weske,
Dr. Pargat S. Muhai-. and Wynn C.
Fail-field.
At luncheon, Devere Allen, editor of
The Nation and The World Tomorrow,
and special speaker for the Conference,
will talk.
The Conference will divide during
the afternoon to heai- Tucker Smith,
Paul Porter, or J. B. Matthews. It will
assemble again for the evening meet-
ing, at which Paul Poiter, Professor
H. W. L. Dana, and J. B. Matthews
will be the speakers.
There will be an announcement of
regular Sunday Forums. On February
26, the speakers will be Professor
Skinner. Hem-y Morgenthau, and
Rabbi Wise.
Professor Averardi Gives
Lecture On Fascist Italy
"Fascist Italy of today is the product
of a slow evolutionary process," said
Mr. Franco B. Averardi, visiting Pro-
fessor of Art, in a lecture on present
day conditions in Rome given on Wed-
nesday, February 15. "To understand
modern Italy, we must trace the poli-
tical and cultural development of the
people from the period of the so-called
unification of Italy down through the
World War to modern times," he de-
clared.
The war experience proved that
Italy's Constitution was not an adequate
basis for the new national life. Indi-
vidualism and regionalism prevented
the soul of the people from achieving
its highest expression. Under the re-
gime of democrats who had nothing in
common with the people, no spiritual
unity was possible.
It was at this stage that socialism
began to play an important role in
Italian affairs. Under the leadership
of Mussolini, socialism organized the
masses and helped to prevent exploita-
tion. Socialism, however, had an un-
favorable influence that came to light
dui'ing the war. The great ai'dor and
enthusiasm of the people led them to
hope for great things. But the posi-
tive benefits of the War to Italy were
not pointed out to them, and, feeling
themselves betrayed by the bourgeoisie,
they gi-ew discontented and rebellious.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Unemployment Relief
Financial Report of Unemploy-
ment Relief Committee 1932-33.
Receipts
Balance from last year , , $ 5.00
Bainswallows 500.00
Athletic Association 150.00
Class of 1935 75.00
All-college supper dance 65.00
Milk bottles (total) . , . 40.98
Girl Scout troop 5.40









Balance on hand $211.00
French Professor To Talk
On Montaigne's Popularity
M. Henry Guy, Honorary Rector of
the University of Grenoble and Visit-
ing Professor at Harvard will speak at
8 PM., Tuesday, Maich 7. at Alumnae
Hall, on Pourquoi Montaigne n'a pas
vieilli. to celebrate the four-hundredth
anniversary of Montaigne's birth.
M. Guy was for many years Pro-
fessor of P^-ench Literature and Dean
of the Faculty of Letters at the Uni-
versity of Toulouse, until he became
Rector of the University of Grenoble
in 1923. He was Exchange Professor
at Harvard in 1921 and again in 1929.
making this his third appointment at
Hai-vard.
His publications include La vie et les
oeuvres du trouvhre Adam de la Halle:
Chansons et dits aHisiens du 13e
Steele; Les sources de Clement Marot;
Les sources francaises de Hansard: Les
"Quatrains" de Pibrac; Le "S6jour
d'Honneur" d'Octovien de Saint Ge-
lays: La Science et la morale de Du
Bartas: and. most outstanding of all.
his monumental Histoire de la Poesie
Francaise au 16e Steele of which vol-
ume I appeared in 1910, volume II in
1927. with more volumes to follow.
HARVARD TO JOIN
CHOIR IN CONCERT




The Joint Concert of the Harvard
Glee Club and the Wellesley College
Choir will be given at Alumnae Hall
on Thursday, March 2, at 8 o'clock. The
concert will be directed by Dr. Davison
of Harvard and Mr. Greene of Wel-
lesley. Tickets are on sale at the
Thrift Shop for seventy-five cents.
THE PROGRAMME:
Accompanists: Sarah Supplee, '33;
Ardelle Arenson, '35.





Two Choruses from "Orpheus" Gluck
Harvard
Madrigals and Folk-Songs
"My Bonny Lass" Morley
"The Silver Swan" Gibbons
"Celtic Lullaby" Arr. by Roberton
"Song of the Hunt"
Arr. by Persis Cox
Wellesley









Y. W. C. A. Announces Plans
For Silver Bay Conference
The Y. W. C. A. regional conference
at Silver Bay, Lake George, will be
held this year June 21-29. The sub-
ject chosen for discussion is Adventure
for a Modern Christian. There will
be four leaders: Buel Trowbridge, of
the International Student Service; Dr.
Chaffee, from the New York Labor
Temple ; Professor Harlow of Smith
College; and Gertrude Rutherford, of
the Canadian Student Movement.
Ruth Chapman, '35. is a member of the
Central Committee, and Helen Bran-
driff. '33, is head of the Conference
Committee. The pro^-am will consist
of regular addresses and discussions
by and under the direction of the lead-
ers named above.
A special effort is being made this
year to interest members of the facul-
ties and administrations of the thirty-
four New England colleges repre-
sented at * Silver Bay, and their at-
tendance is urged. Any members of
the student body who are at all inter-
ested in going to Silver Bay should
leave then names and addresses in the
C. A. office.
Float Night
The committee on Float Night an-
nounces a competition, open to mem-
bers of 1934, 1935. and 1936, to select
designers of floats. The floats, mea-
suring eight feet by ten feet, will de-
pict scenes from the life of Jeanne
D'Arc. Sketches must be submitted by
March 9. For further information see




TO ELECT TREE DAT IVnSTRESS
BILLINGS HALL, 3:40
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
THE ART OF TEACHING
- On Tuesday. February 28, Mr. John
R. p. French, Headmaster of the
Cambridge School, will speak on The
Art of Teaching, in Room 24, Foun-
ders Hall, at 4:40. Mr. French is one
of the leading Headmasters of the
country and he speaks with authority.
All are invited.
ANNOUNCE PROGRAM PROGRAMS ARE PART
FOR CHOIR concert! OF CLUB MEETINGS
LECTURER EXPLAINS
SUGAR CAPITALISM
(Contimied from Page 1, Col. 2)
how in 1689 the industry was suffering
from overcrowding, and the "groans of
the plantations" were heard. Because
of the policy of mercantilism, and tlie
"tied markets" made necessary, no se-
lection was possible, and technique be-
came retrogressive.
When modern factory methods were
introduced none of the plantations were |
abandoned, and all kinds of production
of sugar were going on at the same
time. It has now been discovered that
sugar can be produced nearly every-
where, with the introduction of corn
and beet sugar, and improved methods
of agriculture. The consumption of
sugar by the market has advanced
steadily, and can be relied upon to in-
crease five per cent per capita per an-
num in the United States. Thus the
demand seems inelastic.
Professor Jenks then described the
typical plantations, privately owned,
and co-operative or state-owned, and
showed the trend toward eliminating
the sta.ges of production, so as to ob-
tain vertical monopolies.
As to what is being done now, Pro-
fessor Jenks described the non-capital-
istic measures of cancellation of debts,
payment in barter, and market con-
trol. Attempts to limit production in
particular areas have proved unsuc-
cessful.
Another major type of control is the
Chadbom-ne plan, which imdertakes to
limit the output of each country,
through agi-eements of bankers, pro-
ducers, and governments of sugar-ex-
porting countries. Professor Jenks
concluded by saying that though there
could be no purely capitalistic order
it is his belief that there can be no
purely socialistic order either.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
Harold Schmidt
Les Anges dans Nos Campagnes
French Carol
Salvation Belongeth to Our God
Tschesnokoff
Harvard
Four Choruses from the operetta
"lolanthe" Gilbert and Sullivan
Strephon's "A Member of Parlia-
ment"
"My Doom Thy Lips Have Spoken"
"The Lady of My Love"
"If You Go In. You're Sure to Win"





"At Father's Door" Russian
"Fireflies" Russian
"The Campbells are Coming"
Scotch
Harvard
Come Again Sweet Love Dowland




Following Tower's successful experi-
ment. Senate, in its meeting Thurs-
day, February 16, voted to allow stu-
dents to sign in the late book to can-
cel late permissions. This will elimin-
ate blue slips to cancel yellow or
brown slips, but the regulation blue
slips must still be filled out to match
the white slips.
A solution for the checking prob-
lem in Alumnae Hall was
_
proposed,
and Senate approved plans of the In-
formal Dancing Committee to con-
struct check boxes to be installed In
time for Spring Informals.
Senate suggested that a larger room
be provided for smoking in Norum-
bega. but it declared that Freeman and
Norumbega should be governed by the
same smoking rules as other fresh-
man houses.
It was voted to grant late permis-
sion for Saturday night informal
dances until 12:00 when desired.
PROFESSOR TRACES
FASCIST EVOLUTION
{Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)
The period from 1919 to 1922 was one
of anarchy.
Mussolini, however, realized his er-
ror and that of his fellow socialists,
openly acknowledged it, and in 1919
created the first Fascist group. This
man of the people led the people to
the conquest of Fiume. while d'Annun-
zio sowed the seed of true nationalism
through his poetry.
Today Fascism has gathered togeth-
er all the various elements in Italy, and
has effected widespread reforms and
improvements. It has bettered the
state of the government, the schools,
agriculture, industry, sanitary condi-
tions, and many other deficient factors
in the national life. The youth of
Italy today is taught how to be well
and strong. Art and literature, too,
have been subject to this purgative in-
fluence.
One of the finest revelations of Fas-
cism is the changes in Rome itself.
Among the ruins recently excavated
are the Forum of Caesar, the "stock
exchange" of republican Rome, the
Forum of Augustus. 2 A. D., the mark-
et of Tiajan, which shows the daily
life of the people, and the House of
the Knights of the Rose. Mussolini
has built two great roads passing near
many of these monuments of the past
—the Road of the Hills and the Road
of the Sea. A new Roman center has
been discovered, containing four little
temples of the repubhcan period. The
Tlieater of Marcellus has been partially
restored. Modern sculptors have carved
fountains expressing the character or
tradition of the sections in which they
are located.
Mussolini is bending every effort to
make the Italians conscious of the
great past of Rome. His Fascism is a
reaction against the material positivism
of the nineteenth century. To him,
Italy is like a double-faced Janus, one
face turned toward the past, and the
other toward the futm-e, but both la-
tent together in the present.
The Alliance Frangaise, the Circulo
Castellano, and the Mathematics Club
held meetings Friday, February 17.
The Alliance Frangaise met Friday
evening at T. Z. E. A puppet show,
La Cuisiniere. was first on the program.
Guignol, the most famous of the pup-
pets, starred in the production. Har-
riet Haynes in masculine garb then
sang a solo in a remarkably masculine
marmer. Upon enthusiastic applause
from the audience, John Brainard,
brother of Betty Brainard and the
voice behind the scenes, appeared to
receive the applause he had occa-
sioned. Jean Farleigh and Dorothy
Wood gave a Columbine and Harlequin
Dance, and the Minuet was later
danced by Jean Farleigh. this time with
Kathryn Miller. An unusual feature
of the evening's program was in the
form of a scene from Tristan et Iseut
portrayed by shadow pictures and read
by Elizabeth Auld.
The Circulo Castellano gave a tea
for its members.
The Mathematics Club held its meet-
ing in the evening at Shakespeare.
Approximately 28 were present. Stu-
dents spoke on the relation of Mathe-
matics to Economics, Music, Physics,
Chemistry, and Architecture. Mem-
bers of the club sang mathematical
songs, and sandwiches in geometric de-
signs and ginger ale In its usual form
were served.
The Deutscher Verein is holding a
meeting next Friday in Alumnae, and
the Circolo Italiano is at pi'esent work-
ing on the presentation of a play.
On Thursday, February 16, the Cos-
mopolitan Club held a meeting at
Agora. Mr. C. C. Liang, a student at
Harvard, discussed the essential points
of the religion of Confucius, and point-
ed out the fact that the tendencies
toward pacifism and self-control found
in China today are largely due to its
infiuence. He explained the limita-
tions as well as the advantages of the
precepts of China's great teacher.
WIGMAN RECITAL
MONDAY, 8:00 P. M.
AT ALURINAE
SOLO AND GROUP NUMBERS
TICKETS AT THRIFT SHOP
SI.OO. S1.50, $2.00 §2,50
NO TAX
HOLDS DISCUSSION
ON NATURE OF SOUL
On Monday, February 20, at 7:15
o'clock Dr. Boynton Merrill gave a
brief talk at Shafer on, Hmu to Get
Neio Life Into the Soul. A most in-
teresting and enlightening informal
discussion followed the talk.
Dr. Menill used as a basis for his
talk General William Booth's maxims
of how to make "moral muscle." He
stressed three points: get at the heai't
of ourselves; get a firm footing; give
ourselves room. In connection with
the latter point Dr. Merrill said that
even the freest things are bounded
and that therefore perfect freedom is
found in obedience to the highest laws.
Monday afternoon, at 4:30 P.M., the
opening meeting of the Religious
Porrnn was held in Houghton Memorial
Chapel.
As a theme. Dr. Merrill has chosen
a quotation from William James: "The
deepest thing"—is this region of the
heart where we dwell alone—with om-
faiths and fears."
STWTTTVTTTfTTVTTTVVTTTTV-
Yoc Have Often Wondered Where


















H. J. Seller Co.
Caterers Since 1873
Office, 110 Norway St., Boston
NOW ONE DOLLAR
The Education of a Princess
The Lives of a Bengal Lan-
cer






































The subject of the Monday address
was Our Hidden Lives. Dr. Merrill
compared the soul to an unexplored
continent. He explained that the soul
is difficult to discuss because it is an
intimate thing, because it varies with
the individual, and because there is
no adequate language to explain and
express it. The life of the soul la
hidden from all others, and, at times,
even from ourselves. Yet this life is
truly more real than that which is
made up of oui' words and deeds.
The life of the soul, Dr. Merrill said,
is hidden in that mysterious power we
call God. for protection and for growth.
The richness of oui' interior life de-
pends on the depth and reality of our
contact with Him. "Our life is hid
in Him, secure and rich, beyond all




that's the modern way
TO EUROPE
Yes . - . another discovery — (he now
'933 standard of transailantic travel!
On the Miiiiictonka. Minnewaskd,
Pewilund nnd IVeslernlatitf, smart folk
are finding the same expansive decks,
the sfime roomy cabins, the same fine
service . . . and this year, they are offered
at the lowTourist Class rate, for Tour-
ist is the highest cl.iss on the ship.
Note the low rales: From $106.50,
one way; from $189.00, round trip.
MINNEWASKA MINNETONKA
PENNLAND WESTERNLAND
Regular nceily sailwgf 10
Soulhainplon, Havre and Antwerp.
RED STAR LSNE
Interttational Mercantile Marine Company






February 23, 24, 25,
A really amazing array of values in evei*y part
of the shop! Remarkable dresses, wools, crepes,
velvets, exciting evening dresses, beaded crepes.
Dresses were $5.95 to $39.75. Now $3. to $12.75.
And the coats! You'll really have to see them!
Beaver, Kolinsky, fox, badger, fitch trimmed, re-
duced Vk and Vi, now $15. to $52. If you want
furs, anything from a Lapin jacket to a raccoon
coat, come now! Deduct 20% from the present
price of any fur coat in the shop. News for every
sporting one of you! Winter sports wear reduced
1/3. Ski suits $5.97 to $11.17. Tramp trousers
$1.34 to $2.68. Mackinaws reduced $3.97 to $5.97.
Oxfords, pumps, broken sizes, now $2.45. A group
of girls' and children's clothes reduced 1/3, Vt and
MORE!
Full fashioned, chiffon silk stockings




T may have been the after-effect of
I the stress and strain of exams; It
may have been the result of a par-
ticularly glamorous and exciting four-
day week-end in New York, Perry
leaves these psychological probings to
the scientifically-minded among his
readers. At any rate, he often won-
ders what strange quirks and fancies
made one absent-minded History major
write home: The seventeenth century
is just two and a half weeks before
Spring vacation.
• • «
THIS, my dears, is a saga, entitled,
he PerajiibulatioTis of Perry. The
scene is Boston; the time Is last Sat-
urday. The Pressman, escaping the
hysterical aftermath of those little
white cards with strange lettering on
them, spent Friday night in Boston.
He had a date to see Cavalcade the next
afternoon. (This needs labelling; it is
an attempt at the epic style, straight,
serene, and simple. But wait .
. . the
epic is coming) . Consequently, when
he decided to stay in Boston Saturday
morning, and meet the young lady
there, he called her on the telephone
at eight o'clock. She was sleeping
sweetly, the sleep of the innocent and
the undisturbed, when the maid shook
her rudely awake. Hustled bodily to
the booth, she sleepily and vaguely re-
plied to Perry's explanations and com-
mands. He made the appointment;
twelve o'clock in front of R. H. White's.
"Twelve o'clock in front of R. H.
White's." he repeated insistently for
the benefit of the slumbering voice. At
the stroke of noon, he was pacing the
front entrance of White's, and one and
a half hour's later, he was still pacing
the pavement in front of White's. Red
wrath began to envelop him, the kind
that begins at the bottom of your shoe-
leather and rises, completely over-
whelming you. A couple of phone calls
to Wellesley and then to the apart-
ment where he had stayed finally in-
formed him that the friend (no longer)
was waiting at the theatre. When they
at last got together, the skies dark-
ened, and thunder and lightning burst.
It seems that the friend had trans-
lated the message into Alice Whyte's
Restaurant. There are, in case you
ever get involved in such difficulties,
five Alice Whyte's in the Boston city
directory, and three White's restau-
rants, one of which is in East Boston,
on an island in the middle of the bay.
• • *
PERRY was waiting with some of his
friends for their marks last Fri-
day. About 4:15, the doorbell rang
and the group rushed to answer it,
practically mobbing a nice old gentle-
man laden with flower pots. Every-
body felt a bit sheepish and fell back
a bit, to watch as the N. O. G. and
the housemother conferi'ed on the
flowers. "What," asked the N. O. G.,
as he prepared to leave, "what is every-
body so excited about?" "They're get-
ting their marks." replied the House-
mother, repeating. "You know. E. G.
P, P." "Ah," said the N. O. G., com-
prehendingly, "There will be many a
disappointment, ladies."
• • •
THE attractions of Wellesley women
are well-known, but when one
young lady can collect the attention
of the former Persian Ambassador to
Great Britain and to the United
States, that, my children, is News. A
red-headed Art student wandered
into a Boston gallery and was survey-
ing a collection of Persian art. There
were two Persian gentlemen present
to explain the difficulties of Oriental
art to the uninitiated. One. in par-
ticular, devoted his energy to eluci-
dating the beauties of the miniatures
to our little friend. Finally, he invited
her to his home on Sunday for dinner.
She, cautious soul, refused; then dis-
covered that he was only the Persian
Ambassador besides being a married
man. with numerous offspring.
»»w/f™R^ ^^^ ^^^ Proms of yea-W teryear?" sighs Perry sentimen-
tally. In order to register his devotion
to the cause and also to survey the
Alice
-in-Wonderland decorations, he
groped in his closet, produced a rather
moth-ball-scented full-dress-suit and
trotted over to Alumnae, to stand with
the rest of the plebeian mob and peer
at the goldfish-like inhabitants of the
ball-room. There were, if you go in
for statistics, about eighty couples,
and six faculty. It was quite a seri-
I
ous affair this year; that is, not many
amusing anecdotes have reached
i
Perry's ears. One only will he pass on
j
for your edification. A masculine
I
member of the "Prom-trotter" (re-
member when everybody called them
that?) species, examining the orna-
ments none too carefully, thought, be-
cause of the playing-card backgrounds
that they represented a poker-game. A
hint for future decorators!
ADONAIS' nose is decidedly out of
joint, and he has turned a rather
sickly shade of jealous green. He con-
fided to Perry that something should
really be done about this sudden in-
vasion of doggy personahties on the
campus. Where he has been accus-
tomed to reign supreme, three rivals
now threaten to usurp his throne.
One, a really charming chap, he ad-
mits, a black cocker spaniel, now rules
the Information Bureau. A dignified
old fellow, a white collie, has been ad-
mitted to the sanctum of the Publicity
Orflce, where only reporters were al-
lowed before, and the third . . . Here
Adonals sputtered and retired to his
kennel, so Perry had to discover about
the third invader by himself. It, sex un-
known, is a tiny white puppy, with
black spots, who was initiated to aca-
demic circles at a tea given for History
majors. The sight of those thirty-five
super-intellectuals was too much for the
pup, who modestly retreated to the
upper stories of the house. The poor
beastie must have been terrified, for
he indulged in spasms of trembling,
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are strung to dry
and cure in the sun.
^^%
^ki
Well,tnats sometnin^ about cigarettes
-x^
I never knew beiiore
—ihc doacetic -t/ttiis Jrilider
—£hc £>taar€£6c ~£Aa^ Jasics JjeMe^
I'd never thought much about what's inside a
Chesterfield cigarette. But I have just been reading
somethinfif that made me think about it.
Just think of this, some of the tobacco in Chest-
erfield—the Turkish—comes from 4000 miles away!
And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed
by baud. All because Turkish tobacco is so small
and delicate.
Of course I don't know much about making
cigarettes, but I do know this—that Chesterfields are
milder and have a very pleasing aroma and taste.
They satisfy—and that's what counts with mel
© 1933. LicGicrT Sc MvEU Tobacco Co.
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Honor Limitations
The common interpretation of the
statement read at house meetings in
regard to a College Government offi-
cial's definition of her duty has been,
we feai', that the honor system is nul-
lified. Too many of us have consid-
ered that because officials declare that
they will report erring students, if the
students do not report themselves
within twenty-four hours, we are au-
tomatically relieved of our own per-
sonal responsibility.
This, we are confident, was not tlie
intention of College Government; in-
stead, the statement was meant as a
reinforcement of the honor system.
Most of us have acknowledged that
precisely what was meant by the honor
system has remained a mystery to the
average individual, and, to claiify its
meaning, officials of the college defined
it for themselves. We must recall that
if each student obeyed it implicitly,
there would be no need for officers to
remind any of us that we must report
ourselves.
When we first enter college, we sign.
among other pledges associated with
freshman week, an agi-eement to
abide by the honor system. This pre-
supposes a perfect community, it is
granted, in which each person accepts
her responsibility. But if this cannot
be achieved in a place where we liave
theoretically, at least, common inter-
ests, common ideals, about the same
level of mentality and the same back-
ground, where might it be considered
feasible? And yet we must confess
that the percentage of the college that
consistently regards the honor system
seriously is remarkably small.
Each student has intei-preted the
system in her own fashion, and when
she has seen others, whose standards
of honor in regard to the college are
considerably less stringent than those
in regard to her private affairs, neglect
to report themselves for offenses, she
has been inclined to decide that she
need not distress herself.
The statement of College Govern-
ment officials, then, is an effort to am-
plify the double responsibility placed
upon them by virtue of their offices,
but it is also intended to Impress upon
"laymen" their responsibility in In-
dividually upholding the honor system.
Now that Senior Prom and first
Ho- semester grades have become
Hum things of the past, the fact of
the new term looms larger in
our minds. Echoes from various quar-
ters indicate that turning over a new
leaf is again in vogue. The resolution
that accompanies the act varies with
the individual, but there seem to be
two general schools of thought. There
are those who. determined to prove
their mettle this time, start out with a
will to work that makes the impetus of
the first week's efforts last well into
the succeeding months. Calendar and
notebook for the first fortnight are
mercilessly crowded. Then there are
others who, having slaved for ten days,
promise themselves a respite that usu-
ally stretches Itself out indefinitely.
Either method amounts to the same
thing In the end. Tlie only difference
is in the arrangement of the work and
play periods on the schedule. The suc-
cessful mean that would keep a bal-
ance throughout the semester may be
hard to fix at the beginning, but it is
still harder to adopt later when the
frenzy of spring activities, or of mid-
term quizzes, as the case may be. per-
vades the air.
One doesn't flunk with a fair propor-
tion of the right answers in a blue
book, no matter how well the rest of
the class has handled the exam.
Another 1932
To the Wellesley College News:
A few weeks ago a member of the
class of 1932 wrote a free press sugges-
ting wholesale cheating in examinations
and implying that the honest student
is lost in the race for scholastic suc-
cess in college. From my own observa-
tions and from discussion with other
students on the subject I would say
that this is a gross exaggeration.
I have never seen anyone cheating
in an examination, although I under-
stand that an occasional unscrupulous
student writes dates or short notes on
a piece of blotter. The writer of the
free press, which is so rabid that it
amounts to hysteria in places, seems to
suppose that the majority of college
students are dishonest. That is em-
phatically not so. Most students In
college are there by their own choice
because they want to learn and they
are mature enough to understand that
only by their own efforts and their in-
tellectual integrity will they gain the
knowledge they seek.
The writer of this irrational corres-
pondence to the News cites an example
to prove her point in which she states
that during an examination several
students used text books. The only
possible explanation of this seems a
misunderstanding on the part of the
writer of the riot infrequent situation
when students are given text books by
the instructor for special work.
1934
We talk endlessly about the provin-
cialism of College, its limitations and
restrictions. It has become character-
istic of the present generation to de-
ride and criticize practically every-
thing that hints of limitation without
offering anything to replace what it
would tear down. It is an almost
Communistic tendency—this desire to
destroy before a plan for rebuilding
has been formulated. It is less than
a desire for improvement, it is merely
a desire for change. Since we cannot
offer anything better than what we
have, the tendency is to become angry
and unreasonable.
Many people consider that they are
offering a great deal when they offer
greater freedom, greater chance for
I
individuality. But they forget that
man, although essentially an individual,
is also social, and society cannot exist
without limitations to the freedom of
the individual. On the other hand, we
have no guarantee that our present
form of society is the best, nor do we
maintain that it cannot or should not
be improved. That Is not the point we
would bring out.
Recognizing the fact that we must
have some rules and limitations, we
should be able to make use of the free-
dom we have to the best of our ability.
We complain because we are not al-
lowed to take the particular courses we
want to; we groan over four calendar
days for one day's vacation, and
generally get upset about things
that in the end are minor de-
tails. If the aim of Education is to
be not only to fill our minds with facts
but to broaden our views, etc., we are
defeating its ends by keeping our at-
tention on its outward forms. If we
have any real interests, we have here
endless opportunity for expanding them
if we will but make use of it. The
relatively few limitations that are
imposed should not so occupy our at-
tention that they overshadow deeper
Interests. If they do we must admit to
a shallowness of purpose and superfi-
cial interest. Perhaps then It would be
to our advantage to consider, for a
change, the possibihties of our present
educational system. We may find some
really constructive change to suggest
instead of merely complaining.
Last week we found that
Bewildered we were almost entirely
Damsel unable to accomplish any-
thing because of the mul-
tiplicity of meetings that made a hodge-
podge of our free afternoons and our
evenings. No sooner did we establish
ourselves in the library with the firm
purpose of reading carefully and un-
interruptedly than we had to leave to
swell some gathering. Invariably as
we started out on our major tasks that
require several hours steady concentra-
tion, we remembered that in an hour LETTERS OF APPLICATION
we were due somewhere. We prepared
for one course from a book which we To the Wellesley College News:
were able to read in hour snatches. The writer of the editorial. Help!
partly because of our crowded schedule. Help! Help! has apparently over-
partly because there is only one copy looked sources of assistance which lie
in the library. On the whole the week | at hand. The Personnel Bureau has
was worse than a whole semester of I consistently furnished examples of let-
nine-forty, eleven-forty, one-forty and | ters of application and has offered to
three-forty classes. We realize, we I assist individuals in composing such
hope fervently, at least, that another ! letters. Too often suggestions and of-
such week can never happen again, j fers of assistance are ignored, or there
But we have placed this be-meetinged I is a failure to recognize and use intel-
week under that category of things ligently the resources at hand. In this
labelled "Can't something be done I connection, also, may I repeat what I
about this?" Perhaps every semester ! have already said in these
columns m
is fated to begin with such a rush that
SONNET ON TWO GOLDFISH
Par from the ocean's briny depth where
swim
The finny lords that rule the seaweed
caves.
They slowly move about with languid
whim
In waters calm and free from restless
waves.
Their iridescent scales now shine, now
pale.
In lights and shadows cast upon their
home.
Which, built of glass on purpose to un-
veil
Their lives, reveals the secret haunts
they roam.
Through crystal waters tranquilly they
move
With fiickering motion of their fan-
Tike fins,
And turn away as if to disapprove
All adulation and admiring grins.
And these small creatures, what are
they? Alas,
They're only goldfish in a bowl of glass.
TO I. Q.
The plaint of a disintegrated
personality
When in mine infancy I lisped thy
name,
I swelled a bit and thought of thee
with pride.
In Nursery School and kindergarten
games.
Thou smiledst on me, toddling by thy
side.
Thi'oughout the grades thou ledst me
we are left feeling as if our head had
gone one way and our feet another.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions ior this column
must be signed with the lull name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
WAGES OF VIRTUE ANSWERED
To the Wellesley College News:
May I reply to disillusioned 1932 by
remarking that the rewards for honesty
in Wellesley or any other college are
about the same as those in the "wide,
wide world." One Is honest because
that is the way to play the game, re-
answer to a plea for "a compulsory or
even a voluntary course in Business
English":
—
"With the exception of a few ac-
cepted forms of address for the
head of a business firm or other
organization, business letters re-
quire no special style except the
highly commendable qualities of
clearness, proportion, and explicit-
ness desirable in one's polite corre-
spondence. A correct and a courteous
letter is no less or more correct or
courteous whether addressed to a
social acquaintance or a business
house."
If when in midstream you merely
call for help without making an ef-
fort, chance may throw you on some
shore, but you are more likely to be
washed out to sea.
Alice I. Perry Wood
on my way;
In High School thou wert fond, but
somewhat fickle:
And ere I reached pre-collegeboardian
daze.
Thy servant found herself in one grand
pickle.
And thou didst funny things when into
college
We came together. Thy declining
sparks
Diminished with my progress into
knowledge.
And e'er I got these present mid-year
marks.
Ah, cruel I.Q., I'd already said.
"Alas, alas! My Uttle I.Q.'s dead!"
THE TEST OF VALUES
To the Wellesley College News:
The Seniors have been most gener-
ous with both time and effort in co6p-
gardless of the conduct of the other
,
^^^^^^^ ^jj.j^ ^^^ Personnel Bureau in
players and the prizes they win.
^.^j^.^^ ^^^ -study and Values" tests.
When students are graded upon a
| ^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ editorial has suggested,
comparative basis, as are most of the
Wellesley classes, there is always a
temptation for those who gauge suc-
cess or failure by a mark to cheat.
Cheating, I realize, is far from uncom-
mon in quizzes but it seems to an-
other veteran of 1932 that final exams
are never taken with such wholesale
dishonesty as 1932 describes. I believe
that final exams are taken fairly, not
because of the presence of a book-
reading proctor who might be more
embarrassed by the discovery of cheat-
personahty tests are in an experimental
stage, and it is just by the evaluation
of large numbers of scores that they
best can be tested and improved. The
Study of Values by Allport and Ver-
non has already been tried out in
other colleges. An interesting fact is
that the scores from different colleges
differ in rather interesting and ana-
lyzable ways. Some differences show
up. also, in the average scores of dif-
ferent classes. The results may show.
or at least suggest, what the college is
HYMN OF HATE
The people I should like to mute
And shaU, I fear.
Are those to whom all things are cute.
Divine or dear.
And those whom I should like to
shoot
—
I think it daily-
Are those who play, despite our hoot.
The ukelele.
ROUTINE IVIATTERS
The one who makes our puppy lose
his calm is
The one who speaks about him as
"Adonis".
And he will lose his temper some fine
day.
When someone speaks of him as
"Adonais."
What irritates as much as it amaz-
es Him is this pronunciati(3i : Adonais.
He hereby states to all: the proper
way is
—
Mentioning him—to call him Adonais.
ing than the student, but because of doing to the student!
the general decency of the girls them- But the aims of such testing are for
selves. the individual as well as general. In
But even if 1932 did flunk her exam, a large group of students recently
she must have done so in her own right, tested, about 95% said that they were
The difference between flunking and ; very well or fairly well described, and
passing seems to me to be the differ- ' only 5% said the results were definitely
ence between misinformation or mis- ^ misleading. In the former instances,
interpretation, and incompetent pre- i the student is corroborated in her own
sentation of the correct facts. i {Continued on Page 6. Col. 2)
COUNTERMOOD—WITH THE USUAL
—ALL AROUND
I ain't afraid of A's and B's and D's
and E's and F's
And things as others jitter over. I
just love my Def.'s.
But what does worry me to death, and
save me from It please.
Is that stagnant, passive, irritating
Sickness of the C's.
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In the new exhibit at the Farnsworth
Museum a variety of crafts, oils, water-
colors, and woodcuts represents the
work of graduate and undergraduate
students of the H. Sophie Newcomb
Memorial School of Art, Tulane Uni-
versity, in New Orleans.
Most Interesting ai'e the crafts wliich
are the product of graduate students.
The luxurious metal work consists of
ecclesiastical silverware, chalices, gob-
lets, a crucifix, a jewelled cross. Book-
binding includes leatherwork and il-
lumination. The pottery, which is hand
built or turned on the wheel in a
variety of shapes, is glazed in colors
some of which had been lost for cen-
turies until rediscovered by Newcomb
potters. These crafts are of high pro-
fessional calibre and the pottery es-
pecially is known throughout the
country.
The undergraduate work is more dif-
ficult to understand. Even an un-
trained eye can detect here a number
of influences. A one-man show, such
as the exhibit of watercolors which was
here last week, or those of Miss
Girardet still in the lecture room, has
the virtue of unity since it expresses a
single personality. A gi'oup exhibit of
professionals, on the other hand. Is
likely to be as varied as the number
represented. This student work falls
into neither category. It is divided.
instead, into several groups which show
the influence of certain professors.
The watercolors, for example, reflect
the fine style of Ellsworth Woodward.
the founder of the school. They are
broadly painted, the color applied in
clear bold strokes with an understand-
ing of the medium. The influence of
Mr. Woodward and his insistence on
local subject matter appears again in
the woodcuts. These are skillful and
extremely interesting for design and
local color. The edge of a swamp and
a ragged Oak tree loaded with Spanish
moss are typical of Louisiana. The
corner of a patio, cut in a few broad
areas, expresses the brilliant light and
shade of tiie southern siunmer.
A new and modern influence appears
throughout the remainder of the ex-
Iiibit. The charcoal drawings from the
nude are bold and imorthodox. The
oil portraits are nondescript with the
exception of the colorful painting of a
negro and of an abstraction which at-
tracts attention because of its obscurity.
It appears to be based on the appear-
ance of a banana tree in winter. A
group of abstract student "composi-
tions," unsupervised posters or illus-
trations, show a distinctly foreign note.
A few of them are pleasant in design
and color, but they lack the local in-
.spiration and the strong local feeling
which used to be characteristic of the
school.
The exhibit as a whole is dis-
tinguished by an excellence of design
and color which is evident in the wood-




AT FAULT IN EAST
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 3;
lized. Parties in that country conflict
over whether or not this is the proper
measure to take, and whether the Jap-
|
anese delegation will leave Geneva
directly after the presentation of that
country's counter report is problematic.
e * *
The Blaine resolution to repeal the
Eighteenth Amendment was adopted
last Pi'iday in the Senate by five votes
more than the required two-tliirds ma-
jority. This vote breaks the dry con-
trol of the Senate wliicli has been In
effect for fifteen years. Tlie resolution
was passed without the saloon prohibi-
tion clause which Senators Glass and
Reed had attempted to include in it
and provides that ratification by con-
vention instead of state legislature.
Pinal action by the House is expected
to be speedy, with Representative
Rainey, Democratic floor leader of the
House, predicting an excess of twenty
votes over the two-thirds majority
necessary there.
• • *
The committee of international bank-
ers which has been for some time con-
sidering the extension of foreign short-
term credits to Germany has at length
agreed in principle to extend these
credits for another year. The most im-
portant action of the conference was
taken in regard to the "Swiss clause"
by which creditors are permitted to
transfer part of their credits from one
debtor to another under conditions
laid down in the agreement.
Josie, the lovely trapeze artist, stands upon a small platform.
At the will of the magician she leaps twenty feet into the air
to reach her trapeze. She uses no ropes, no ladder! A phe-
nomenal leap for a woman , , , or a man
!
EXPLANATION:
Josie didn't jump ... she was sprung! The twentj'-foot leap
is not dependent on Josie's ability, but on a powerful spring
mechanism hidden beneath the stage which propels the artist
upward through the air. The force is so violent that the lady
wears a light steel jacket which protects her from injury as
she starts her astonishing leap.
Jri ^inv TO B£ I^OOZ£I)
...it's Moim Finv TO ^j^ow
Magic has its place. ..but not in ciga-
rette advertising.
Consider the illusion that there is
a mysterious way to give cigarettes a
superior "flavor."
EXPLANATION: Cigarette flavor can be
controlled by adding artificial flavor-
ings. By blending. And by the quality
of tobaccos used.
Cheap, raw tobaccos can be "built
up" or "fortified" by the lavish use
of artificial flavorings.
Such magic, however, seldom holds
the audience. Your taste finally tells
you the truth.
The cigarette flavor that never stales,
never varies, never loses its fresh ap-
peal, comes from mild, ripe, fragrant,
more expensive tobaccos... blended to
bring out the full, round flavor of each
type of leaf. It's the quality of the to-
bacco that counts!
It is a fact/ well known by
leof tobacco experts^ thot
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
Because Camel actually pays millions
more every year for choice tobaccos,
you find in Camels an appealing mild-
ness, a better flavor.
And Camels taste cooler because
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sale in Room
:30 and at the box
CALENDAR
Thursday. February 23: *8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Harriet Hudson, 33. will lead.
4 -30 P. M. Meniorinl Chapel. RELIG-
IOUS FORUM continued. Dr. Meirilt will
speak on "The Soul's Wings."
7:15 P. M. Olive Davis. Dr. Merrill will
conduct un Informal Discussion.
• 8-00 P M- Alumnae Hall. John Mase-
field.' Ticketa. S-75. SI.OO. on
80 Green Hall. 8:30-
oflice after 7 :30 P. M.
Friday. February 24: '8:15 AM. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Baiderston \vi\\ leed.
•4-30 P M. Memorial Chapel. Dr. Mer-




-IB P M. Tower Court. Dr. Merrill will
conduct an Informal Discussion.
Saturday. February 25: •SrlB A- M. Morn-
ing Chapel. President Pendleton
will lead.
7 30 P M. Society Program Meetings.
Sunday. February 2G: 'mOO A. M. Memo-
rial Chapel. Preacher. Rev. Boynton
Merrill,
The S«ond Church. West Newlon. (Com-
munion).
.
4 00 P M. Billings Hall. Piano recital
bv Sarah B. Supplee. '33. The program
in-
ch.d!r works brBach. »««--"•
^^.^'"by
Grilles, for single piano and '^ ^oncer
o
Saint-Saens for two pianos. M.ss
Supplee
wtll be accompanied by Miss Brocklebank
in
this last number.
Monday. February 27: *8:15 A. M- horn-
ing Chapel. President Pendleton
w.ll lead.
•3:40 P. M. Room 208. Sage Hall. Pro-
fessor Manwaring will lecture on The Ro;
mfntk ^rden of the Eighteenth Century.
•fi-00 P M Alumnae Hall. Mary Wig-
man and' her Group of T^yelve
Dancers
manuscripts of the Canzone and ^ri-
| J)^NSEUSE APPEARS
onfi, early editions of his Latin and |
Italian works, some with portraits of
Petrarch and Laura, one the first
Italian books from the Alpine press to
be printed in italic, the type said to be
imitated from Petrarch's hand. There
is also a book in the collection anno-
tated by the poet himself, and the re-
markable facsimile of the Virgil which
he owned.
Many of these books and manuscripts
will be found in the cases near the





Tickets Sl.OO. ?1.50. SZ-O" and S2.r>0 on sale
at Thrift Shop. 34 Church St.. Wellesley
and
at the bov office the night of the
perform-
ance, Benefit of Swnmming Pool I'lind.
Tuesday. February 28: "8-16 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Ti-eudley will lead.
• 4:40 P. M. Room 24, Founders Hall.
Mr. John R. P. French. Headmaster of
the
bambridge School and lecturer m Educa-
tion Wellesley College, will speak on
i he
Art of Teaching" (Committee on Vocational
Information and Department of Education).
'i -40 P M Art Lecture Room. Profes.-ior
Kenneth Conant of Harvard will lecture on
The Excavations at Cluny.
Wednesday, March 1: '8:15 A. M.
ing Chapel. Professor Manwai'ing w
NOTES- -WELLESLEY COLLEGE ART
MUSEUM-Exhibition of the Work of Art
Students and Craftsmen at Newcomb College,
New Orleans.
•WELLESLEY COLLEGE LIBRARY—
Exhibition of books belongring to students.
Exhibtion Hal! and Treasure Room.
•Lenten Services at St. Andrew's Episcopal
Church, under the auspices of the Episcopal
Club of the College. The College is cordially
invited to attend.
4-45 P. M. Sunday, March 5. The Rev.
Julian D. Hamlin. Rector of the Church of
the Advent, Boston. Subject: Jesus Christ.
Son of God and Son of Man.
4-45 P M. Sunday. March 12. The Rev.
Charles Taylor, Professor of Old Testament.
Episcopal Theological School Cambridge.
Subject; Jesus Christ. Wonderful Counselor.
•Open to the Public.
FREE PRESS
(Continued From Page 4. Col. 4)
self-estimate, and encouraged (1) to
look for a field of effort where she can
best express herself, and (2) to de-
velop an appreciation of those values
which she may be slighting, in the
approach to a broader view-point and
greater tolerance.
In those cases where the scores do
not correspond with a student's pre-
conceived notion of herself, some open-
minded self-searching might well be
indulged in. Perhaps she regards her-
self as practical because all her family
and associates are less so—but she may
yet be less practical than the average!
One often finds that one's friends
pride themselves on the virtues which
others feel they least possess. There
is no wish or intention to insist that a
score describes a student, if she
WITH GROUP CHORUS
(Continued From Page 1. Col. 1)
PROGRAM
Part I
Tarn ftier die Sonne Dance for the Sun
Todesruf Death Call
Klage Lament
Tarn in den Tod Dance into Death
Aus dem Tanzcyclus Opfer (From






Aus dem Tanzcyclus Der Weg (Prom
the Dance Cycle The Way)
Miss Wigman and her Group
Part III
Pastorale 11
Aus dem Tanzcyclus Schvyingende
Landschoft (From the Dance Cycle
Shifting Landscape)
Zig&unerweisen . Two Gypsy Moods
Miss Wigman
Dance Composition Mary Wigman
Musical Composition Hanns Hastings
Dancers : MARY WIGMAN, Katie
Bakalinskaja, Bella Chason,
Gretl Curth, Erika Czollek,
Meta Menz, Pola Nirenska.
Veronika Pataky. Ann Port.
Gerada Reh, Else Schettler,
Erika Triebsch, Vera Zahra-
FOR SALE
Two Silver Black Fox Scarves. One half
silver, the other three parts silver, well made
and full furred. No reasonable offer refused.






Watch MakeV and Jeweler
Ontral Block Wellesley, Mass.
0pp. Blue Dragon TeL 1345-M
Gloves cleansed to look like new and
returned in two days
B. L. K A R T T
Tailor and Cleanser
Wellesley Sq., next to Liggett's
Tel. Wei. 0217-M
We call in the morning for shoes to
be repaired and deliver them the (ol-
lowing morning.
Alexander's Shoe Store
6 Grove Street WeL 0017-M,
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
DENTIST




The century upon which the work
of Dante made such a profound im-
pression produced many imitators. One
of these, Federigo Frezzi, imitated him
very closely in his Quatriregio of which
we have a fifteenth century manuscript
and a Florentine edition of the late
fifteenth century. Another imitator of
the great poet was Fazio degU Ubertl
whose geographical epic is also in our
collection. Among the original poets
of the century was the official town
crier and bell ringer of Florence. An-
tonio Pucci. The Plimpton Collection
once included a manuscript copy of
some of his poems, a manuscript so
unique and valuable that when an ac-
count of it appeared in Romania, the
Italian Government asked to have a
photographic copy of the manuscript,
as it contained poems not otherwise
known. The trustees of the College,
with Mr. Plimpton's permission, pre-
sented the manuscript to the Italian
Government and it is now in the
National Library in Florence.
The chronicles of the fourteenth cen-
tury are represented in the Collection
by the first edition of the famous
chronicle of Giovanni Villani. With
his predecessor Malespini, whose work
is also in the Collection, and his fol-
lowers, Matteo and Filippo Villani, he
recorded the story of Florence from its
legendary beginnings to the end of the
fourteenth century.
We have the edition of the letters
of St. Catherine of Siena issued
by Aldus in 1500. the first book in Ital-
ian from that famous press, and one
of the very few that were illustrated.
The frontispiece represents St. Cath-
erine.
The best known writer of the cen-
tury is Petrarch, one of the three Ital-
ian writers known to every educated
person. Born in 1304, as a boy he once
saw Dante and in later life he knew the
younger Boccaccio. He was a lover of
antiquity, a collector of ancient man-
uscripts, a lover of books and of na-
ture, and his love for Laura is only
less celebrated than that of Dante for
Beatrice. The Plimpton Collection is
rich in manuscript and early editions
of Petrarch ; beautifully Illuminated
dnik.
"knows" she is otherxvise. Many cur-
| ^t the Piano, Hanns Hastings
cumstances affect the answering of the
questions, as for instance, an idea of
"what is expected." Perhaps the stu-
dent does not understand the question,
or perhaps she is really undecided and
determines her answer somehow ar-
bitrarily in a way that is misleading.
She is entitled to her own opinion of
herself in spite of the score!
There has been the suggestion that
the questions are indirect. The latter
is, of course, just what is intended.
If direct questions are given, so that
a student can intentionally determine
her "type score," we should have a
mere questionnaire. This can only be
useful if the implications of the ques-
tions are not self-evident. The test
by no means attempts to herd students
into arbitrary groups. It emphasizes
the fact that personality has many
facets, and that individuality results
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We extend a cordial invitation to our house-
warming at 52 Central St., on February 28.
Shop of Barbara Gordon




Inexpensive Etchings by Well-known European Artists
Virginia Shoemaker .'. .'. .*. 325 Monger
FOR A BRISK, ener-
gizing breakfast or
a sensible, satisfying
lunch, try tvi'O golden
brown biscuits of
Shredded Wheat.
Smother them in milk
or cream, add some
fruit . . . and you have a
most delicious and sus-
taining meal for any
time of day.
Shredded Wheat
brings you all the nat-
ural energy of whole
wheat. . . ready-cooked,
ready to eat, nothing added, nothing taken away. All the bran
is there, in the correct proportion that Nature provides. It's
just what you need to chase away that tired feeling, to keep in
trim to win! Join the healthy millions who eat this natural
energy food at least once a day. It's at all campus eating places.
SHREDDED WHEAT
ALL THE WHEAT ... ALL THE BRAN
THE NATURAL ENERGY FOOD
MADE BY NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY Uneeda Bakers
When you see Niagara Falls
01/ the package, you ICNOW
yo/i have Shredded Wheat.
